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　　Abstract　　Based on the clonal selection theory and immune memory theory , a novel arti ficial immune system algorithm , immune

memory clonal programming algori thm (IMCPA), is put forw ard.Using the theorem of Markov chain , it is proved that IMCPA is con-
vergent.Compared wi th some other evolutionary p rogramming algorithms(like Breeder genetic algorithm), IMCPA is show n to be an

evolutionary strategy capable of solving complex machine learning tasks , like high-dimensional funct ion opt imizat ion , which main tains the

diversity of the population and avoids prematurity to some extent , and has a higher convergence speed.
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　　Artificial immune sy stem has become a research

hot spot af ter the neural netwo rk , fuzzy logic and

evolutionary computation[ 1 ,2] .Clone means propagat-
ing asexually so that a g roup of genetically identical

cells can be descended from a single common ances-
tor , such as a bacterial colony w hose members arise

from a single original cell as the result of binary fis-
sion.The idea has been extensively applied in some

fields like computer programming[ 3 ,4] , system con-
trol[ 5] , interactive parallel simulat ion[ 6] and so on.In
artificial immune system , clonal mechanism at tracts

g reat at tention from the artificial intelligence re-
searchers[ 7 ,8] .However , clonal algo rithms based on

the antigen clonal mechanism are very few , and most

of algorithms developed have no t considered ent itative

features of clonal selection process such as memory

and chaos dynamics , and even no complete analy sis

(like convergence)has been accomplished.

In this paper , based on the antibody clonal selec-
tion theory and immune memory theory , a novel arti-
f icial immune system algorithm , immune memory

clonal prog ramming algorithm (IMCPA), is put for-
ward.Dif ferent from other clonal selection algo-
rithms , the new algo rithm adopts decimal coding in-
stead of binary coding , and intends to combine mani-
fold dominations of antibodies and antigens into an

antibody in order to embody the cooperation among

antibodies and increase the diversity of the popula-
tion.The new alg orithm can accelerate aff inity matu-

rat ion speed by const ructing a memory cell.The re-
sults of theo retical analysis and the experiments indi-
cate that w hen compared with some evolutionary al-
gori thms such as BGA[ 10] and OGA/Q[ 11] , IMCPA

has a high convergence speed and avoids the prematu-
rity to some extent.It is show n to be a novel strategy

capable of solving complex machine learning tasks

such as high-dimensional function numeric optimiza-
tion.

1 　Antibody clonal selection and immune
memory

The famous antibody clonal selection theory[ 9]

was put forw ard by Burnet in 1958.It establishes the
idea that the antigens can selectively react to the ant i-
bodies , which are the native production and spread on

the cell surface in the form of peptides.The clonal se-
lect ion is a dynamic process of the immune sy stem

that self-adapts to antigen stimulation.The cells are

selected w hen they recognize the antigens and then

proliferate.When exposed to antigens , the immune

cells that recognize and eliminate the antigens w ill be

selected in the body and mount an effective response

against them.The reaction leads to cell proliferating

clonally and the colony has the same antibodies.
Clonal selection theory thinks that some clonal cells

divide into antibody producing cells , and others be-
come immune memory cells to boost the second im-
mune response.The information coding in memory



cells makes up of immune system memo ry , which

makes it learn , and remember the const ruction of

protein.When exposed to the same antigens , im-
mune cells can be selected in advance , and become ac-
tivated , proliferate and implement the high quality

immune function.These biological characteristics can

be used in the artificial immune sy stem .

2　Immune memory clonal programming al-
gorithm

Without loss of generality , we consider maximiz-
ing the function (P):max{f(e-1(a)):a ∈ I},
and x={x 1 , x 2 , … , xm}is a variable , in w hich , the
limited-leng th character st ring a =a1 , a2 , …, al is
the antibody coding of the variable x , described by

a=e(x), and x is called the decoding of antibody

a , described as x=e
-1(a).The set I is called the

antibody space , f is the posi tive real function in the

set I , and f is called the antibody-antigen affinity

function.According to the biolog ical terms , in the

antibody a , a i is considered as the evolutionary gene

called allele , whose probable values are correlated to

the coding method.Generally , antibody coding is di-
vided into m parts , and each part is l i , where l =

∑
m

i=1

l i , and each part is denoted as x i ∈ [ d i , u i ] ,

i =1 , 2 , … , m .

In this paper , we adopt the real number encod-
ing wi th a limi ted leng th.The coding leng th of vari-
ant x i is determined to be li according to its preci-
sion.So its encoding is

x′i =0.as
i
+1 , as

i
+2 , …, as

i
+l

i
, (1)

where as
i
+j(j =1 ,2 ,3 , …, li)are integers f rom 0 to

9 , si is the encoding origination of variant x i , then
i ts value is

xi =(u i -d i)× x′i +d i , 　i =1 , 2 , … , n.

(2)

The antibody space is

I
n
={A:A=(a1 , a2 , … , an), ak ∈ I ,1≤k ≤n},

(3)
where the posit ive integer n is the size of antibody

population , and the antibody population A={a1 , a2 ,
…, an}is an n-dimensional group of antibody a , and
i t is a point in the antibody g roup space In .The glob-
al optimal solutions for the set of problem P are de-
f ined as follow s:
b
＊≡{a ∈ I:f(a)=f

＊≡max(f(a′):a′∈ I)}.
(4)

For antibody populat ion A ,  (A)≡ A ∩ b
＊ 

denotes the number of optimal solutions in antibody

population a.

Essentially , the memory cell is a population too ,
and its antibody has the same structure as the ant i-
body in antibody population.So , we can define mem-
ory cell as M , and the memory cell space is

I
s={M:M=(m1 , m2 , … , ms), mk ∈ I , 1≤k ≤s}.

(5)

Then the main operation of immune memory

clonal programming alg orithm is:

Step 1 (Initialization):Set the halt conditions ,
mutation probability pm , recombine probability pc ,
clone scale nc , clone scale of immune cell nm , inverse
probability p i , antibody death propo rtion T %, ant i-
body population size n , memory cell size s , antibody
coding length l , initialize the antibody populat ion

A(0)={a1(0), a2(0), …, an(0)}∈ I
n in [ 0 , 1] ,

select s ant ibodies in A(0)as memo ry cell M(0)=
{m1(0), m2(0), … , ms(0)}∈ I

s
, and set evolut ion

generation k=0.

Step 2 (Calculate the aff inity):Calculate x =
e
-1(a)and x

m =e
-1(m)by Eq.(2), then calcu-

late the affini ty of antibody population and memory

cell separately , marked as:
F

A
(0):{f(X(0))}

　={f(x1(0)), f(x2(0)), …, f(xn(0))},(6)
F

m(0):{f(Xm(0))}

　={f(x
m
1(0)), f(x

m
2), … , f(x

m
s (0))}.(7)

Step 3(Judgment of the halt conditions):If the
halt conditions are satisf ied , then stop , otherw ise

continue.

Step 4 (Refresh the antibody population T
C
u):

k =k +1.Generate the new antibody a(k)by mem-
ory selection , namely replacing T %ant ibodies with a

low affini ty in the ant ibody population by the ant i-
bodies w ith a high affini ty carried by the memo ry cell

in the antibody population:

A′(k)={a′1(k), a′2(k), … , a′n(k)}

=T
C
u(A(k -1)∪ M(k -1))

={a1(k -1), a2(k -1), …, aj(k -1),
 a1(k -1), a2(k -1), …, a l(k -1)},

(8)
where , j +l =n , and l =f ix(T %×n),  A(k -1)
∈ A(k -1)∪M(k -1), and the affini ty is higher.
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f ix(·)is the function that rounds tow ards minus in-
f inity.f ix(x)means to round the elements of x to

the nearest integers tow ards minus infini ty.

Step 5(Inversing at A′(k)T
C
I):Selecting an-

tibodies in the antibody population as probability p i ,
and select tw o points p and q at random.If p <q ,

then implement the inversion operating at a′i (k)=
{a i 1 , a i2 , …, aip , …, aiq , …, a il}∈ A′(k)as fol-
lows:

a″i(k)=T
C
I(a′i(k))

={ai 1 , ai 2 , … ,a iq ,a iq-1 , … ,a ip+1 , aip , …, ail}.

(9)
Describe the antibody population af ter inversing as

A″(k)={a″1(k), a″2(k), …, a″n(k)}.

Step 6 (Clonal operating at A″(k)T
C
c):Define

Y(k)=T
C
c(A″(k))

=[ T
C
c(a″1(k)), T

C
c(a″2(k)), …, T

C
c(a″n(k))]

T ,

(10)

where T
C
c(a″i(k))=Ii ×a″i(k), i =1 , 2 , …, n , Ii

are q i dimension row vecto r.T
C
c(a″i (k))is the qi

clone of ant ibody a″i(k).

qi(k)=g(n c , f(a″i(k)), Θi). (11)

Θi indicates the affini ty of antibody i to other anti-

bodies , and we simply def ine it as

Θi =min{D ij}=min{exp(‖ a″i -a″j ‖)},

i ≠ j ;i , j =1 , 2 , … , n. (12)
‖·‖ is arbit rary norm , for binary coding , we use

Hamming distance , but fo r decimal coding w e gener-
ally use Euclidean distance.When w e calculate Θi ,
Θi is generally normalized , namely 0≤‖·‖ ≤1 ,

clearly , the bigger the antibody af finity is , namely

the more similar , the stronger antibody-antibody re-
st raint is , and the smaller Θi is.Especially when an-
tibody affini ty is 0 , Θi is 1.Furthermo re , D =
(Dij)n×n , i , j =1 , 2 , … , n is an antibody-antibody
aff inity matrix.D is a symmetric matrix , which de-
notes the diversity of population.

Generally

qi(k)=Int n c ×
f(a″i(k))

∑
n

j=1
f(a″j(k))

×Θi ,

i =1 ,2 , … , n . (13)
nc >n is a given value related to the clone scale ,

which is adjusted self-adaptively by the ant ibody-anti-
gen af finity .Int(x)rounds x to the least integer

bigger than x .After cloned , the population becomes

Y(k)={Y1(k), Y 2(k), …, Yn(k)}, (14)
where

Y i(k)={yij(k)}

={yi 1(k), yi2(k), …, yiq
i
(k)}

and

yij(k)=a″i(k), 　j =1 ,2 , …, qi . (15)

Step 7 (Immune genetic operating at Y(k)):

Cloning of recombinant T
C
r and cloning of the mutant

T
C
m are the main operators in immune genetic operat-

ing:

y′ij(k)= T
C
r(yij(k), a″t(k)),

yij(k)∈ Y i(k), 　j =1 ,2 , … , qi ,

a″t(k)∈ A″(k), 　i , t =1 ,2 , …, n and i ≠ t .

(16)

Cloning provides a full-st rategy to manipulating

recombination and mutagenesis , such as partial re-
combination and whole recombination[ 12] , which

could achieve cooperation among antibodies and in-
crease the diversity of population , and speed up the

convergence.

According to the mutation probability p
i
m , the

cloned antibody populations Y′(k)are mutated as

Z(k)=T
C
m(Y′(k)).

In our algorithm , we implement mutation ac-

cording to bit.Namely , fo r the new antibody y′ij(k)
in the clonal population Y′(k), replacing i ts Int

(rand ＊l)bit code by a random integer between 0

and 9 , it can be presented by

z ij(k)=[ Int(rand＊10)-1] |※ y′ij(k)
Int(rand＊l)

,

(17)
where  ※means bit replacing , y′ij(k)

Int(rand＊l)means

the antibody y′ij(k)' s Int(rand＊l)bit code.

Step 8 (Clonal selection operating at Z(k)):
 i =1 , 2 , … , n , if there are the mutated antibodies

Bi(k)=max{Z i(k)}
={z ij(k)|max f(z ij(k)),

j =1 , 2 , …, qi}, (18)

w ith regard to p
k
s(Z i(k)∪ ai(k)※a i(k +1)), we

know that
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p
k
s(ai(k +1)=b i(k))

　　=

1 f(a i(k))< f(b i(k))

exp -
f(a i(k))-f(bi(k))

α
f(a i(k))≥ f(b i(k))and ai(k)is no t the best

in the current ant ibody population

0
f(a i(k))≥ f(b)and a i(k)is the best

in the current ant ibody population

(19)

a >0 is a value related w ith diversity of the antibody

population.Generally , the better the diversity is , the
big ger a is.It is obvious that the probability of keeping

unchanged is p
k
s(ai(k +1)=ai(k))=1-p

k
s(ai(k+1)

=bi(k)).

After the clonal operation , the new antibody

population is A(k +1).

Step 9 (Immune operating at memory cell

M(k)):When compared w ith the antibody popula-
tion , the operating on the memory cell is simple , in-
cluding the following operation:

Implement the clonal operat ing T
C
c on memory

cell M(k), clonal scale is nm , namely

Y
m(k)=T

C
c(M(k))

=[ T
C
c(m1(k)), T

C
c(m2(k)), … ,

T
C
c(ms(k))]

T . (20)

Implement memo ry maturation operating T
C
m at

Y
m(k), the memory cell achieves af finity maturation

by increasing and optimizing the memory informa-
tion.Each antibody has its ow n clonal space size

S m =
ui -d i

s
around itself.Acco rding to the muta-

tion probability p
m
m , the clonal antibody population

Y
m
(k)is mutated as Z

m
(k)=T

C
m(Y

m
(k))in its

clonal space.We use random mutation such as Gaus-
sian mutation and Cauchy mutation instead of muta-
tion by bi t.

Implement clonal selection operation T
C
s at

Z
m(k)and at tain B

m(k), namely

b
m
i (k)=max{Z

m
i (k)}

={z
m
ij(k)|max f(z

m
ij(k)), j =1 ,2 , …,qi},

i =1 ,2 , …, s. (21)

Implement memory learning operating T
C
1 at

B
m(k):Define the w indage comparison parameter δ0

as
u i -d i

s
, and windage parameter is the distance of

two antibodies , namely

δij = ∑
l

d =1
(a id -a jd)

2. (22)

If optimal antibody of A(k +1)is abest(k +1)
and the windage parameter δij between abest(k +1)

and all the antibodies in B
m(k)are larger than δ0 ,

then w e say that there is no antibody in Bm(k)that

matches abest(k +1), put the abest(k +1)into the

memory cell and delete the wo rst antibody in B
m
(k).

If the windage parameter δij betw een abest(k +1)and

one antibody in B
m(k)is less than δ0 , then

mR(k+1)

　=
abest(k+1) if f(abest(k+1))>f(b

m
R(k))

b
m
R(k) else

.

(23)
After the memory learning operation , the new memo-
ry cell is M(k +1).

Step 10(Return to Step 3).

Additionally , there is something to be explained

as the follow ing:

(i)In this paper , the recombination st rateg y T
C
r

can be implemented as follow s:

Let a={x1 , x 2 , …, xm}and b ={y1 , y 2 , …,
ym}be the parent antibody .Then randomly select

the recombinat ion point k(0<k <m), the clonal re-
combination offspring a′is computed by a′={x1 ,
x 2 , …, xk , yk+1 , …, ym}.

(ii)Generally , the clonal mutation probability is

very lit tle , especially for the high-dimensional func-
tion optimization;the clonal mutation probabili ty is

set as the reciprocal of the function dimension.

(iii)The halt condi tions are defined as the re-
st ricted iterative number o r the time when the solu-
tions are not improved at successive i terations or the

two methods blending.Combining the set iterative

t imes w ith hunting condition , here the algori thm is

halted acco rding to the follow ing cri terion w hich is
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different f rom Ref.[ 12] :
|f

＊ -f
best|<ε, (24)

where f
＊
is the global optimum of f , f

best
is the cur-

rent best function value.If 0< f
＊
 <1 , the follow-

ing equat ion holds:
|f

＊
- f

best
|<ε|f

＊
|. (25)

3　Analysis of the algorithm

3.1　Basic features of the new algo rithm

When compared with evolution algorithm and

the clonal selection algori thm proposed by De Cast ro

et al.[ 7] immune memory clonal programming algo-
rithm has the follow ing features:

(i) IM CPA runs at two populations side-by-
side , namely the antibody populat ion and memory

cell , which simulates the clonal select ion process of

immune system more comprehensively.

(ii) In IMCPA , the antibody population and

memory cell evolve absolutely.For convenience , de-
fine  U for x={x 1 , x 2 , …, x n}and y ={y 1 , y 2 , … ,
y n}by

x U y ≡∪
n

i=1
{xi ∪ yi}. (26)

The evolutionary process of antibody population can

be described by

A(k)∪ M(k)
T
C
u

A′(k)
T
C
I

A″(k)
T

C
c

Y(k)

　　
T C

r  T C
m

Z(k) UA(k)
TC

s

A(k +1).(27)
The evolution process of memory cell can be described

by

M(k)
T
C
c

Y
m
(k)

T
C
m

Z
m
(k) UM(k)

TC
s

B
m(k +1)∪ A(k +1)

T C
I

M(k +1).
(28)

In fact , the tw o processes are running side-by-
side (for the sake of clari ty , we describe them sepa-
rately), and the main operations are similar , but the
specific t reatments have some difference , for exam-
ple , the evolution of memory cell is implemented

w ithout immune recombination.And they have dif-
ferent functions:the antibody population is the basic

population acting on antigens and emphasizes the

g lobal search while memory cell emphasizes the self-
adaptive local search in the defining space , and

achieves memory search w ith memory learning w hich

keeps the diversity of population.Otherwise , memo-
ry cell helps antibodies collaborate mo re reasonable fo r

each other.

(iii)Dif ferent from corresponding real number

coding , IMCPA adopts a special mutation model in

order to embody the antibody genetic operation bet-
ter.

(iv)Clonal operation provides the chances to

adopt multi-st rateg y at an ant ibody.

(v)In normal evolution algorithms , crossover is
the main operato r , and mutation is the background

one , but clonal selection algorithm is just the oppo-
site.The antibody population also adopts recombina-
tion operation , but the probability is 1.It is also

show n in the test that the clonal selection algorithms

only using mutation operator are st ill better than rele-
vant evolution algo rithms.Otherwise , the recombine

operation can enhance the convergence speed , but it
reduces the diversity of the population and enhances

the prematurity.

Clonal selection algo rithms and evolution alg o-
rithms are both new artificial intelligence methods in-
spired by evolution theory (in this paper , we think

that clonal selection algo rithms and evolution alg o-
rithms are to embody the microcosmic and macroscop-
ical Darw in evolution rules separately), and both evo-
lution and immune processes are f rom gene changes ,
so their basic operat ions(crossover and mutation)are

similar.But through the above expression , we know

that immune memo ry clonal programming algori thm

is not the simple modif ication of evolutionary alg o-
rithms , and it is a new art ificial immune sy stem

method.

3.2　Convergence of the new algorithm

Even though IMCPA is run at ant ibody popula-
tion and memory cell side-by-side , but w hen optimal

solution is achieved in the ant ibody population , the
memory cell can also at tain it by memory learning ,
and vice versa.So once one of the tw o populations is

convergent , the algori thm must be convergent.Ac-
cording to biological terms , we think that the func-
tion of memory cell is dominating during the evolut ion

process.So , we analyze the convergence of the new

algorithm based on the memo ry cell.

Definition 1.I
m

＊

is called the sat isfactory mem-

ory cell (antibody population) space if I
m

＊

=
{M ∈ Im

＊

  (M)≥1}.
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This definition denotes that there is at least one

best antibody in the best antibody population space.

And  I
m
=I

s
-I

m ＊

is called the normal antibody pop-

ulation space.The antibody space I
N

m
(k)

resulting

from the clonal operation is called clonal antibody

population space , and it is a changing space , where

Nm(k)=∑ qi(k).

Definition 2.For random state M 0 , if

lim
k※∞

p{M(k)∩ b
＊ ≠  |M(0)=M 0}

　　= lim
k ※∞

p{M(k)∈ I
＊
|M(0)=M0}=1 ,

(29)
namely

lim
k ※∞

p{ (M(k))≥1|M(0)=M0}=1 ,

(30)
M0 can be convergent to I

m
＊

with probability of 1.

Theorem 1.The algorithm of IMCPA is conver-
gent w ith probabili ty of 1.

Proof.If P0(k)=P{ (M(k))=0}=P{M(k)
∩ b＊= }, acco rding to Bayes' s Theorem , we get

P0(k +1)=P{ (M(k +1))=0}
=P{ (M(k +1))=0|
 (M(k))≠0}
×P{ (M(k))≠0}
+P{ (M(k +1))=0|
 (M(k))=0}
×P{ (M(k))=0}. (31)

From the property of the clonal selection in clon-
al selection operator , the following equation holds

P{ (M(k +1))=0  (M(k))≠0}=0.So
P 0(k +1)
　　=P{ (M(k +1))=0| (M(k))=0}
　　　×P0(k). (32)

The probability of memo ry cell at taining the op-
timal solut ion is constituted of two parts , namely

P{ (M(k +1))≥1| (M(k))=0}
　　=P Ⅰ +PⅡ , (33)

where P Ⅰ(k)deno tes the probability of attaining the

optimal solut ion by memory cell and PⅡ(k)deno tes

the probability of at taining the opt imal solution by

antibody population.Note that p
m
m >0 , so P Ⅰ(k)>

0.ζ=min
k
P(k), k =0 , 1 ,2… and PⅡ(k)≥0 then

P{ (M(k +1))≥1  (M(k))=0}≥ζ>0.
(34)

So

P{ (M(k +1))=0  (M(k))=0}
　　=1-P{ (M(k+1))≠0  (M(k))=0}
　　=1-P{ (M(k+1))≥1  (M(k))=0}
　　≤1-ζ<1.

(35)
From Eq.(32)we find that

0 ≤P0(k +1)≤(1-ζ)×P0(k)

≤(1 -ζ)
2
×P 0(k -1)…

≤(1 -ζ)k+1 ×P0(0). (36)

Note that lim
k※∞

(1-ζ)k+1 =0 , 1 ≥P 0(0)≥0 , so

lim
k ※∞

p0(k)=0.Now we can draw the conclusion that

0 ≤ lim
k※∞

p0(k)≤ lim
k※∞

(1 -ζ)
k+1

P0(0)=0.

(37)

Then lim
k ※∞

p0(k)=0.So

lim
k※∞

P{M(k)∩ B
＊
≠ Υ|M(0)=M0}

　　=1 -lim
k※∞

P0(k)=1. (38)

The solution got by memo ry cell is a part of the alg o-
rithm' s solution , so IM CPA can be convergent to

I
m

＊

w ith probability 1.This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

4　Numerical experiment and results

4.1　Test funct ions

In order to validate our approach , the IMCPA is

executed to solve the follow ing test functions.Every
one of them has lots of local optimal values , and some

of them even cannot be counted indeed.

f 1(x)=∑
N

i=1
x
2
i ,

-100 ≤ x i ≤100 , f min =0 , (39)

f 2(x)=∑
N

i=1

|x i|+∏
N

i=1

|xi|,

-10 ≤ x i ≤10 , f min =0 , (40)

f 3(x)=∑
N

i=1
∑
i

j=1
x j

2
,

-100 ≤ x i ≤100 , f min =0 , (41)

f 4(x)=∑
N

i=1

ix
4
i +random[ 0 ,1),

-1.28 ≤ x i ≤1.28 , fmin =0 , (42)

f 5(x)=
1
N ∑

N

i =1
(x

4
i -16 x

2
i +5 xi),

-5 ≤ xi ≤5 ,

when N =100 , f min =-78.33236 , (43)
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f 6(x)=N A +∑
N

i=1

(x
2
i -A cos(2πx i)),

-5.12 ≤ xi ≤5.12 , A =10 , f min =0 ,
(44)

f 7(x)=-∑
N

i=1

x isin( |x i|),

-500 ≤ x i ≤500 ,
when N =30 , fmin =-12569.5 , (45)

f 8(x)=∑
N

i=1

x
2
i

4000
-∏

N

i=1
cos

xi

i
+1 ,

-600 ≤ xi ≤600 , f min =0 , (46)

f 9(x)=-20exp -0.2
1
N ∑

N

i

x
2
i

-exp 1
n ∑

N

i=1

cos(2πx i)+20 +e ,

-30 ≤ xi ≤30 , fmin =0. (47)

When N values are betw een 10 and 1000 , we

call them high-dimensional functions.When N is larger

than 1000 , we call them superhigh-dimensional func-
tions.We solved high-dimensional functions and super-
high-dimensional functions separately by simulations.

4.2　Simulations fo r high-dimensional functions

In order to clarify the effect of the memory cell ,
in this paper we named the immune memo ry clonal

programming algo rithm without the memory cell

nIMCPA.

The performance comparison of IMCPA , nIMC-
PA and OGA/Q

[ 11]
is shown in Table 1.The popula-

tion size of IMCPA is 10 and clonal scale is 15 , the
memory cell size is 5 and clonal scale is 10 , inverse
probability pi is 0.3 , and antibody ref resh propo rt ion

T % is 50%.The population size of nIM CPA is 20

and clonal scale is 30.The population size of OGA/Q
is 200.

Table 1.　Performance com pari son of IMCPA , nIMCPA and OGA/Q

Test funct ions

f N

Number of function evaluations

IMCPA nIMCPA OGA/Q

The opt imal mean(standard)

IMCPA nIMCPA OGA/Q

Global minimal

value

f 1 30 2 , 173 5 , 117 112 , 559
2.038235×10-7

(3.170165×10-7)
2.808529×10-7

(2.968961×10-7)
0

(0)
0

f 2 30 2 , 729 4 , 220 112 , 612
2.443007×10-9

(3.669766×10-9)

3.579221×10-9

(3.362259×10-9)

0

(0)
0

f 3 30 4 , 196 47 , 406 112 , 576
2.575336e-010

(3.175653e-010)
3.826366×10-10

(4.340159×10-10)

0

(0)
0

f 4 30 22 , 402 24 , 261 112 , 652
4.381959×10-4

(2.897946×10-4)

4.807530×10-4

(3.298351×10-4)

6.301×10-3

(4.069×10-4)
0

f 5 100 5 , 806 11 , 541 245 , 930
-78.33119

(2.902509×10-4)
-78.33009

(8.381293×10-4)
-78.3000296
(6.288×10-3)

-78.33236

f 6 30 2 , 087 4 , 657 224 , 710
1.158469×10-11

(2.334151×10-11)

1.106457×10-10

(1.358627×10-10)

0

(0)
0

f 7 30 4 , 973 9 , 499 302 , 166
-1.256949×104

(5.946202×10-6)
-1.256949×104

(1.252780×10-5)

-12569.4537

(6.447×10-4)
-12569.5

f 8 30 3 , 516 8 , 280 134 , 000
1.931788×10-15

(2.773929×10-15)

5.129230×10-15

(3.462836×10-15)

0

(0)
0

f 9 30 4 , 295 8 , 970 112 , 421
3.019807×10-15

(3.432247×10-15)

1.953993×10-15

(2.397899×10-15)

4.440×10-16

(3.989×10-17)
0

　　The data in Table 1 are the statist ical results ob-
tained from 50 times of random running.For f 1 — f 3

and f 6 , f 8 , f 9 whose opt imal solution is 0 , the solu-
tion precisions of IMCPA and nIMCPA are slightly

lower than that of OGA/Q , but the number of func-
tion evaluations reduced sufficiently.For f 4 , f 5 , f 7 ,
IMCPA and nIM PCA are much bet ter than OGA/Q ,
not only for the solution precisions but also for the

number of function evaluations.When compared with

nIMCPA , IMCPA has a higher convergence speed

and solution precision.

The experimental results of IM CPA , nIMCPA

and AEA[ 12] , BGA[ 10] to opt imize the functions f 6 —
f 9 are show n in Tables 2 and 3.In the tables , the
data are the statistical results obtained from 10 times

of random running.It can be seen that the ability of

IMCPA and nIMCPA to optimize the high-dimen-
sional functions is much better than BGA and AEA.
When N is not very large , the convergence speed by

IMCPA and nIMCPA is not obviously improved , or
even w orse than AEA (such as for Rast rigin' s func-
tion f 6 , when N equates 20 and 100).But w hen N

is big enough , the improvement of convergence speed

is very obvious.In addition , the performance of IM-
CPA is much bet ter than nIMCPA.
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Table 2.　Performance comparison of IMCPA , nIMCPA , AEA and BGA for funct ions f 6 and f 7

N
f 6(ε=0.1)

IMCPA n IMCPA AEA BGA

f 7
a)(ε=10-2)

IMCPA nIMCPA AEA BGA

　20 1469 2777 1247 3608 3939 6063 1603 16100

100 4988 7221 4798 25040 11896 20978 5106 92000

200 5747 13354 10370 52948 16085 34728 8158 248000

400 12563 15475 23588 112634 26072 68556 13822 699803

1000 24408 37250 46024 337570 60720 116120 23687 　　　/

　　a)For this function , the precision of IMCPA is f ＊ t imes of BGA.“/” not tested.

Table 3.　Performance comparison of IMCPA , nIMCPA , AEA and BGA for funct ions f 8 and f 9

N
f 8(ε=10-4)

IMCPA n IMCPA AEA BGA

f 9(ε=10-3)

IMCPA nIMCPA AEA BGA

　20 2421 4657 3581 40023 1776 2768 7040 197420

100 6713 12166 17228 307625 5784 9759 22710 53860

200 8460 21577 36760 707855 9728 11305 43527 107800

400 15365 36515 61975 1600920 13915 29477 78216 220820

1000 30906 75217 97600 　　　/ 26787 33343 160940 548306

4.3　Simulation for superhigh-dimensional functions

The experimental results of IMCPA and nIMC-
PA to optimize the functions f 6 — f 9 when N is larger

than 1000 are show n in Table 4.In the table , the da-
ta are the statistical results obtained from 5 times of

random running , and the simulation parameters are

just the same as indicated in section 4.2.AEA cannot

attain satisfactory solution in 12 hours , so we did not

list i t in the table.When N >5000 , nIMCPA also

cannot at tain satisfactory solution in 12 hours w hich

is denoted by “/” in the table.The simulation results

show that IMCPA has also a high convergence speed

fo r superhigh-dimensional functions w hich is impossi-
ble for some other algorithms.

Table 4.　Performance comparison for superhigh-dimensional funct ions

N
f 6(ε=0.1)

IMCPA nIMCPA

f 7(ε=10-2)

IMCPA nIMCPA

f 8(ε=10-4)

IMCPA nIMCPA

f 9(ε=10-3)

IMCPA nIMCPA

2000 37879 66145 90001 157200 43003 81447 41880 54387

5000 87245 / 136869 / 125847 / 83125 /

10000 143700 / 235840 / 147037 / 138487 /

　　A further analysis show ed that the number of

function evaluations of IMCPA increases linearly with

function dimension.Fig .1 show s the analy sis results

for f 6 , f 7 , f 8 and f 9.It can be seen that w hen a

function is one dimension higher , the average number

of function evaluations increases by no mo re than 25.

Fig.1.　The relat ionship between the number of funct ion evalua-

tions and function dimension.

In addition , our simulation results show ed that ,
a low er death propo rtion , a larger population and

clonal scale can enhance the diversity of antibody pop-
ulation further , and avoid the prematurity more ef fec-
tively , but the number of function evaluat ions w ill in-
crease too.

5　Conclusions and prospect

This paper describes in detail a new artificial im-
mune system algorithm , namely immune memory

clonal programming algo rithm.Like evolut ionary al-
gori thms , this algorithm is also an achievement in-
spired by evolutionary theory.It is not a simple im-
provement of evolut ionary algorithms , but a new kind

of intelligent computation method.In a w ord , artif i-
cial immune sy stem is not a kind of method pieced to-
gether temporarily for the reason that evolutionary al-
gori thms have shortcomings , just like evolutionary al-
gori thms , artificial immune sy stem has i ts ow n bio-
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logical basis , and has the completely dif ferent mecha-
nism from evolutionary algorithms.The method has a

higher convergence speed w ith the same computation

complexi ty.It is show n to be a novel st rategy capable

of solving complex machine learning tasks such as

high-dimensional function optimization.

Compared with the clonal select ion algo rithm

proposed by De Cast ro et al.immune memory clonal

prog ramming algo rithm simulates the memory func-
tion of immune sy stem more sy stemically , but some

o ther immune system mechanics such as bacterin ,
Immunodominance are not involved in this study.
How to embody them in the artificial immune system

algori thms is our future w ork.

It is necessary to no te that IMCPA cannot solve

very w ell some morbid functions such as Rosenbrock

function show n below , f(xi)= ∑
N-1

i=1

[ 100＊(x
2
i -

x i+1)
2+(1-x i)

2] , xi ∈[ -5.12 ,5.12] , f min=0.

When N >10 , it will get into the local optimum oc-
casionally and is hard to break aw ay , which will in-
f luence the convergent speed seriously .So ameliorat-
ing the algorithm inspi red by immune system mecha-
nism for these special problems is also our future

w ork.
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